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QUESTION 1

Which of the following Unix syslog message priorities is the MOST severe? 

A. err 

B. emerg 

C. crit 

D. alert 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Your CIO has found out that it is possible for an attacker to clone your company\\'s RFID (Radio Frequency ID) based
key cards. The CIO has tasked you with finding a way to ensure that anyone entering the building is an employee.
Which of the following authentication types would be the appropriate solution to this problem? 

A. Mandatory Access Controls 

B. Bell-LaPadula 

C. Two-Factor 

D. TACACS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

How is a Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack distinguished from a regular DOS attack? 

A. DDOS attacks are perpetrated by many distributed hosts. 

B. DDOS affects many distributed targets. 

C. Regular DOS focuses on a single router. 

D. DDOS affects the entire Internet. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The previous system administrator at your company used to rely heavily on email lists, such as vendor lists and Bug
Traq to get information about updates and patches. While a useful means of acquiring data, this requires time and effort
to read through. In an effort to speed things up, you decide to switch to completely automated updates and patching.
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You set up your systems to automatically patch your production servers using a cron job and a scripted apt-get upgrade
command. Of the following reasons, which explains why you may want to avoid this plan? 

A. The apt-get upgrade command doesn\\'t work with the cron command because of incompatibility 

B. Relying on vendor and 3rd party email lists enables updates via email, for even faster patching 

C. Automated patching of production servers without prior testing may result in unexpected behavior or failures 

D. The command apt-get upgrade is incorrect, you need to run the apt-get update command 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is an advantage of private circuits versus VPNs? 

A. Flexibility 

B. Performance guarantees 

C. Cost 

D. Time required to implement 

Correct Answer: B 
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